
LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF STUTTERING PATTERNS 
OF BILINGUAL STUTTERERS 

Linguistic analysis of Bilingud Sutterer's speech ha.7 been attempled here. 
The method consisted of collecting large sample of speech mad analyzing it for the 
lingui.s!ic differences in :he stuttering palterm, belweerz the two languages studied. 
The resulis are suggestive that srutteriizg may be purely a motor phenomenon. 
Se~aral new areas of research in fhe jield have been suggested. 
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It is generally agreed that the use of a sccond language has some 
influence on the first language. Stuttering being, perhaps the most prcvalent 
speech problem, there is need to  study the possible influence of languages 
on stuttering patterm, 2s evident in a bilingual speaker. Hasst quotes: 
"Linguistic an-alysis and comparison should be able to tell us more exactly 
what to teach or to treat, in any particular case; and also what is more 
important and what is less ". 

Apart from this gcncval consideration, a study of the possible influence 
of languages and Iarguage in-terference on stuttering is mportant for two 
reasons : 

(1) Data regarding this ate not available: In the 51 stuttering 
research, the emphasis was 'rdore on the 'behavioural aspects of 
stuttering. Data of this type may. posibly help , in s u ~ g q i h g  
new rehabilitative techniques for the tyqatmep.t of stuttering; o f .  
in improving the present techniques. . 

(2) Most of the people in India, are exposed to more than ,one 
I~~guage .  AS a -consequence i t  is  ilkeiy that a majority of the 
stutterers come from th~s group. This is espenany true in urban 
areas. 
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There have not been many studies in the past which attempted a linguis. 
tic analysis of stuttering. However, Hahn2. has studied the relation bet 
ween stuttering, in oral reading and phonetic and grammatical factors. He 
has shown that it is possible to arrange the s o ~ n d s  in a ranking of dif& 
culty and accordingly he says / g /, / d /, / th I ,  / 1 / and / ch / are affected h 
that order in his study. Similarly, he has observed adjectives, nouns, 
adverbs and verbs as affected in that order. Here an attempt is made 
to analyze the differences that m y  exist in the stuttering patterns between 
two languages. 

Two adult male stutterers were selected. Average age of the subjects 
was 26 years. Criteria employed for selection were that their, mother. 
tongue should be Kannada and that they should also know English, 
Only Kannada and English languages were studied here. Both the 
subjects selected here, h e w  only Kannada and English and both of them 
had not received any therapy for their problem before the test session. 
Educational background, language background of the subjects and the 
linguistic background of the family of these subjects were all similar. 

The author of this paper, who is a bilingual in Kannada and English 
and'who is also of the same social group as the subjects, conducted an 
informal interview in a quite normal and natural conversational set up. 

, . 

-The subjects were asked. five questions in each language to. elicit their 
spontaneous speech and also were asked to read a passage fn both the 
languages. Different questions were asked in Kannada aod Engli:h and 
they were questioned in Kannada to get Kmnada respoctes a ~ d  in '~nglish 
to get English responses. The subjects were also encouraged to give their 
views on some day-to-day topics spontaneously in the two languages. Their 
speech was recorded for further attalysis. ' 

, 

Any hesitatio~, repetition and prolongation. of -sounds and syllables 
was 'considered as a moment of stuttering. No attempt. was made to 
analyse the secondaries. 

The subjects speech was analjzed i d  compared' for the follodg 
factors :. 

(1) Stuttering frequency. 

:2) Nature of the sounds affected. 
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(3) Relative frequency of occurrence of sounds affected [This was 
later compared with the data obtained by B. S . ,  Ramalcrishna 
et al/ for normal speech]. 

(4) Comparison between languages (English and Kannada). 

Table I gives the number of words analyzed, speaking and reading, rate 
and the stuttering frequency of the two subjects studied. In both the cases 
repetitions were more, compated to prolongations and hesitations. 
Although no attempt was made to analyze the secondaries, a non-verbal 
respome like cl~ck was observed in subject 2, as it was predominant. The 
number of clicks was even more than number of repetetions in this case. 
When judged in terms of primaries, subject 2 seems to be more fluent than 
subject 1. But subject 2 had more disfluent factors in his speech. It is 
also evident from Table I that the speaking rate of both the subjects in a 

Showing the stuttering frequency and rate of speech 

Subject 1 ' Subject 2 

Number Speaking 
of words : 

Reading 

Total 

Rate : words! Speaking 
minute Reading 

Stuttering Number of 
Frequency: Blocks . 

Percentage 

English Kannada English Kannada 



given language is almost the same, but the reading rate of subject 2 is far 
lower thm- that of subject 1 in both the languages. 117 both the subjects, 
the difficulty secms to be more in English than in Ken~eda. 

Kannada was taken as the primaly languageof both the bubjects, for 
two Ieasons : 

(1) Kannada was the mother-tongue of both the subjects ard 

(2) No special language tests were administcred to prove otherwise. 

Even though Kannada was their primafy language, the speaking and 
reading rate is less than that of English, in both the subjects. This may 
probably suggest that the subjects ase normall) preoccupied in reaKig 
more in En-glish than in K m ~ a d a ,  %bus exhibiting a greater proficiency in 
rcading EP-glish than Kannada as evidenced by a faster reading rate. Exami- 
nations with the subjects proved that the above assumption is correct. The 
hi&er speaking rate and reading rate in English probably is also one of the 
causes of increased disfluen-cy in English than in Kannada. Further research 
on this is needed. [Speaking rate and reading rate are calculated in terms 
of number of words/minuie and accordingly number of wordslminute was 
greater in English than in Kameda. This n a y  be probably because number 
of syllables/~ords in Kannada is morc than in English. This possibility has 
not been checked here and future research can attempt to incorporate this 
factor]. 

Percentage of disfluency for English and Kannada for a given subject 
are apparev-tly close but not quitc so that is, although in subject 1, the 
values are above 10 and in subject 2, the values are below 8 (above 5) still 
in each subject the difFere~ce in percentages is more than 1.5 in one subject 
and 1 . 7  in the othcr case. It is probably due to the fact that the sample 
of speech studicd wds too small and too specific in nature. Lf (1) the sample 
is increased and (2) the nature is also vasied over a wide range, it is quite 
likely that the percentages of a given case, for the two languages would be 
much closer. 

Tablcs II and I T 1  give the sounds affected, frequency of occutJePce of 
these sounds for subject I and subjcct 2 respectively. They ase also corn- 
pared with the frequency of occurrence of these sounds m normal speech. 
Xt is evident from these tables that m both the subjectq, vowels, stops, frica- 
tives and nasals are affected. However, in subject 1 flaps are affected m 

'E Enghsh, whereas in the case of subject_-affe~ted. in_ -&%Wda. 
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TABLE I1 

sowing the sounds affected, and the comparisott of this with the frequency 
of occurrence of these sounds in nornlal speech-Subject 1 

.. . . . . . , -. - .- -. . . . . . -. - 
English Kannada - 

Sound Re- % Normal Sound Fre- % Normal % 
affected quency % affected quency 



~Bo~virrg the sounds affected, and the comparison of this witlz the frequency 
of  occurrence of these sounds in normal specfz-Subject 2 

English Kannada - 
:Sound Fre- % Normal Sound Fre- % ~~~d 
affected quency % affected quency % 

* D ~ t a  not available. 

This m y  be due to the fact that the sample of speech studied 
specific in nature. 

In subject 1, in English Alveolar stop d, Alveolar fricative. ! s / ? 
short vowels / a /  and / i  / are most affected. In subject 2, the 
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lliore ot.less the saine. Here the labiodental fricative / f / is the oth& . sobnd 
is affected mostly. However, in Kannada there. is some difference : 

ktqtein the Mo subjects. In subject 1, coason.ants [$tops / k/ ,  / g / ;  
/ m /, / n / ; fricative / s /I are more affected than vowels, wheieas in' 

subject 2, vowels, are most affected [short vowels / a  /, / i /, / e /] followed 
by stops and nasals [The classification of sounds here is acc0rdir.g tij lP+;l 
chart, Ref: Gleason6]. With the present data and sampleof sp6ech'btudieb;- 
plausible reason ,can be,given for this ,observqtion. 

' - .  
. .  . . . . . . . . ,  

~t can also be seen from Tables I1 and Irf that the number of sounds 
are more in subject 1 than in subject 2 h both the languages. This 

my be because, as stated eatlier, subject 2 had many clicks (defined as a 
maladjusted non-verlial response, a secondary symptom) in his speech.. 
It is pbabie &at where subject 1 had a stuttering block (arLy one of the,: 
hesitations, prolongations and subject 2 produced a click- 
Thdugh these clicks weIe not considered for analysis- here, i t  may r,ot be ouL, 
of place to meution here that these clicks were totally umdated. to- any 'type- 
of sound and that they have occurred before all types of sounds, not depend- 
ing on the linguistic material. They have occured at random, but always 
hefore a sword and they were more in Englieh than in Kannada. 

qmparjson of the frequency of affected sounds with the frequency 
6th which they occur in normal speech shows that in general, mostly those: 
sounds which have a lower percentage of occurren.ce in normal speech are 
most affected in both the lannguages and in both the subjects. However, 
thye is DO one to one relationship. A few exceptions are there. Retroflex: 
I t /  and / d 1, slit fricative / v /, trill / r /, nasal / n / in English and vowels 
/ a /  and / u  1, Alveolar / th 1, slit fricative / V / in Kannada in the case of 
s'ubject 1 and in the case of subject 2, vowels / i / and / o /, retroflex / t / and 
/,d / in English and vowels / a /, u /, nasal / n / and lateral / 1 / in Kannada 
are exceptions. These sounds ' have a high percentage of occur.rence - in. 
normal speech but are affected less in the speech of the subjects of the 
Present study. These are probably due to some irregularity in the speech 
sample, and the fact that, in both the subjects, in both the languages, almost 
the same sounds are exceptions, further justifies the assumption made 
above. 

And also in both the languages, the long vowels and the aspirated 
"sonants are more affected, although they are used mucb less frecluently 
than the short vowels and the corresponding unaspirated consonants. 
Ris together with the above observation warrant further resea~ch on the 



relation between stuttering and Zipf's ' principles of least effort '. one 
particular factor that can be studied is whether there will-be more stutterix 
on long vowels which consume more time and aspi~ated consonants w a  
demand more effort on the part of the speaker. 

m e  results of this study are suggestive that stuttering may be apu& 
motor phenomenon and does not vary between languages. However, there 
is a need to study this on more subjects, thus obtaining a more represen&.tipe 
and larger sample of speech, wb.ich should also be more varying in nab, 

The paper was prepdred as a project report in Applied Contmtiye 
Linguistics under .the guidance of D;. P. C.  Ganeshsundaram of For@ 
Language Sectioli. The investigator is highly indebted to him. He 
also wishes to express his appreciation to CSIR, I~.die, for awarding a 
Fellowship and the necessary grants. 
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